LEGENDARY SUMMONER

Legendary Summoner
The Legendary Summoner is a new legendary being. (Yes, it is the being on the back side of the legends
deck.) Just shuffle the Legendary Summoner in with the other legend cards.
The Legendary Summoner’s effect allows you to use all players’ pieces for the pattern of the next being
you summon this turn. The pieces in the pattern can have multiple different colors. The effect applies
only to the summoning: Enemy pieces are still enemy pieces even if they were used to summon the being.

Open Legends variant

Gain an action. For the pattern
of the next being you summon
this turn, you can use any
pieces as though they were
yours.

If you play Tash-Kalar a lot and want to try something new, you can play with open legends: Instead
of having legendary beings in their hands, all players have access to the same three legendary beings.
This variant can be used in any form of Tash-Kalar.
• At the start of the game, shuffle the legends deck as usual. Deal three face up on the table.
• Players will not draw legendary beings.
• On your turn, you can summon any of the face-up legendary beings as though they were in your
hand. The legend card is discarded after summoning, as usual.
• At the end of your turn, if you summoned any of the three legends, turn up one or more new legends
so that the next player will again have three to choose from.
• The discard action applies only to cards in your hand, as usual. You can‘t discard any of the legendary
beings available on the table.
• Special case: The Forest Mystic allows you to draw an extra legendarybeing. Draw it from the top of
the deck and keep it in your hand, as usual. In a team game, you share it with your teammate, as usual.

